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Introduction: Impact craters, produced by hyper-

velocity cosmic collisions, are one of the most ubiqui-

tous geological features on solid planetary surfaces.  

Impact craters are generally classified into two main 

categories; simple and complex [1]. However, as cra-

ters transition from simple to complex structures [2], 

another sub-group, dubbed “transitional” craters, ap-

pears. Transitional craters cannot be classified as either 

simple or complex because of the differing morpholo-

gy (e.g., flat crater floors, but no visible central uplift) 

[2]. On the Moon, the transition from simple to com-

plex structures occurs at D ~19 km [2]; although there 

is considerable variation [3]. While target properties 

are generally considered as the primary factor in the 

observed differences [2], the role of the impactor prop-

erties, velocity in particular, is non-negligible [4].  

A recent study by Silber et al. [4] focused on nu-

merical simulations of crater formation in the simple-

to-complex regime, and investigated the effect of 

acoustic fluidization [5] and impact velocity on crater 

morphology and the onset of complex structures. In 

principle, craters of the same size can be produced by 

impactors having different combinations of diameters 

(Di) and impact velocities (vi); however, the resulting 

crater depth and morphology will be affected. The 

conclusions reported by [4] suggest that the impact 

velocity might account for the apparent difference in 

the transition diameters on Mercury and Mars (the av-

erage impact velocity on Mercury is ~42 km/s, and ~13 

km/s on Mars) [6]. If that is the case, then some popu-

lation of the largest transitional and largest simple cra-

ters are likely produced by fast impactors, and this 

population may be identified through observational 

evidence of larger volumes of melt [7].  This also im-

plies that the irregularities in crater morphology of 

sub-group end members (i.e. largest simple vs smallest 

transitional and largest transitional vs smallest com-

plex) might be explained by impactor velocity. 

To further investigate this assertion, we expand on 

the study of [4] by placing the emphasis on melt pro-

duction in craters within the simple-to-complex re-

gime. We use iSALE-2D [8,9] shock physics code to 

model formation of craters by impactors with combina-

tions of Di and vi as reported by [4]. We also compare 

our modeling results to the observed melt volumes in 

lunar craters for which such data is possible to obtain. 

Since target porosity also has a notable effect on the 

amount of melt produced during an impact, we take 

advantage of the surface porosity distribution map [10] 

based on the data collected by the Gravity Recovery 

and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) [11]. Thus, to ac-

count for and minimize the contribution of lithology 

and the melt produced by virtue of a higher porosity 

target, we only make a comparison to observed lunar 

craters that come from a target with approximately the 

same surface porosity.  

Our aim is to investigate: (1) whether craters pro-

duced by fast impactors are morphologically and/or 

morphometrically distinguishable from those produced 

by low velocity impactors; (2) if the contrast in transi-

tion diameters observed on Mars and Mercury can be 

attributed to the factor of ~3 difference in the average 

impact velocity. 

Methodology: We model formation of impact cra-

ters using iSALE-2D shock physics code [8,9]. Due to 

the axial symmetry of the 2D model, only vertical im-

pacts are considered. Following [4], we use the 

ANEOS equation of state for granite [7] to represent 

the lunar crust, and dunite [12] to represent the im-

pactor. The two parameters varied throughout all simu-

lations are the impact velocity (vi = 6 – 20 km/s) and 

the impactor diameter (Di = ~0.4 - ~2.4 km). The com-

binations of vi and Di, and other inputs are identical to 

those listed in [4, see Tables 1 and 2]. To estimate the 

volume of melt (Vm), we employ high resolution simu-

lations (80 cells per projectile radius) with cell tracers 

turned on, and in post-processing, implement the peak 

shock pressure method [14].  

To validate our modeling results, we make a com-

parison to observational data for lunar craters. We se-

lect the craters from a region bearing approximately 

the same surface porosity [10] to minimize the bias in 

melt contribution from lithology. For simple lunar cra-

ters, we compare the simulated Vm to those measured 

by Plescia et al. [15]. For transitional and complex 

craters, it is difficult to accurately estimate Vm due to 

the unknown geometry of the crater floor and melt 

body thickness. In these cases we use the surface area 

of melt as a proxy and assume a reasonable range in 

possible melt volumes based on the surface ar-

ea/volume ratio of simple craters (with added margin). 

Although these estimates are poorly constrained, they 

are the best that can be estimated using remote sensing. 

Another alternative, complementary to the aforemen-
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tioned, is to establish the Vm-D relation for simple cra-

ters and extrapolate to larger sizes, but within the limit 

of the simple-to-complex regime.    

Preliminary Results: In general, the melt produc-

tion during cratering process is highly sensitive to both 

porosity [8,14] and impact velocity [13]. High porosity 

and/or high impact velocity result in higher Vm. To 

differentiate between these two effects, we utilize the 

surface density map by [10] to plot the observed Vm-D 

[15] such that the points are color-coded according to 

target density (Figs. 1, 2). The measured Vm-D data for 

lunar craters are from Plescia et al. [15]. Our modeling 

results are overplotted, showing Vm-D for four impact 

velocities. The difference in Vm produced by the slow-

est/largest and fastest/smallest impactors is two orders 

of magnitude, consistent with the results of [13].  

 
Figure 1: The melt volume (Vm) versus crater diameter (D). Circles 

represent the dataset from Plescia et al. [15] for the highlands terrain, 
color coded according to surface density [10] (pale orange is the 

least dense and hence most porous surface, and dark blue is the most 

dense and least porous target). The square represents the data point 
from [16].    

 
Figure 2: Vm–D. Circles represent the dataset from Plescia et al. [15] 
for the mare terrain, color coded according to surface density [10]. 

Note that the color bar scale here is different from that in Fig. 1.  

 

The preliminary results show that, when the effect 

of lithology is excluded, some craters still exhibit larg-

er than expected volumes of melt (order of magnitude). 

We attribute this melt volume increase to the effect of 

impact velocity (at least in some of these craters), 

which is consistent with the finding of [13]. This asser-

tion could also explain why some observed simple 

craters exhibit unusually large volumes of melt 

[15,16]. However, to establish whether there is a link 

between the impact velocity and onset of transitional 

and complex craters, it is necessary to determine if 

some craters in this size range exhibit larger than ex-

pected volumes of melt. This work is ongoing.  

Summary: Previous studies suggested that in theo-

ry, it should be possible to distinguish between craters 

produced by fast/small and slow/large impactors [17]; 

however, this has never been directly validated due to 

challenges to establish the melt volume with certainty. 

Thus far, no study has investigated the effect of impact 

velocity in transitional lunar craters in conjunction 

with observational data, whilst eliminating bias stem-

ming from target porosity. While it is challenging to 

precisely quantify to what degree impactor velocity 

plays the role in the final crater characteristics, the 

aftermath of slow vs fast impactor (for a given crater 

size) suggest a rather large contrast in terms of volume 

of melt, and therefore projectile survivability, miner-

alogical composition, and potential hydrothermal ac-

tivity. The latter is an especially important factor when 

planning space missions and searching for possible 

ancient life on other planetary bodies (e.g., Mars). 
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